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Set-Up
 1. Decide total force size
 2. Assemble armies
 3. Set the battlefield
 4. Determine order of play
        Roll your Horde for                                 
        Manuevers Player with                    
        largest roll wins.   
        Winner goes first or picks    
        Frontier terrain.
 5. Place armies
 6. Determine starting distances
        Re-roll 8, turn 7 down to 6

Demo Goal
Two ways to win

1. Turn 1 Terrain to 8th face
2. Kill all of your opponent’s 

units

Maneuver Resolution
 Declare intent to maneuver
 Opponent can allow or contest
 If contested both armies roll for Maneuvers
 If constesting army wins roll Maneuver 
 attempt is thwarted.
 In tie orginator wins.
 Otherwise turn Terrain up or down 1 face

Resolutions

Magic Resolutions
Attacking army rolls for Magic
ID's count double
Choose Spells & Targets
Resolve Spells
Magic cast from Reserves must 
be beneficial

Melee Resolution
Attacking army rolls for Melee
Defending army rolls for Saves
Resolve damage
Defending army MAY roll for Melee
Attacking army rolls for Saves
Resolve damage

Missile Resolution
Attacking army rolls for Missile
Defending army rolls for Saves
Resolve damage

Dragons
Belly - Dragon loses 5 
automatic saves.
Breath - 5 health killed no 
saves possible.

Wing - 5 points of damage on 
army, if dragon survives attack 
it returns to summoning pool.

Treasure - One unit in army 
may be immediately 
promoted*.

Tail - 3 points of damage on 
army, roll again and apply the 
new result as well.

Jaws - 12 points of damage on 
army.

Claws - 6 points of damage on 
army.

Rules have been simplified 
for introduction to Dragon 

Dice Game. 
For comprehensive rules and 
spell lists please consult your 

rule book.

Normal Action Icons

Roll Dragon
Resolve Breath & Treasure
Attacked army makes combination roll for 
saves and attacks Dragon
Dragons have 5 automatic saves 
10 damage of either melee or missle to kill
Bonus to killing Dragon is attacking army 
can promote* as many units as possible
*Promotion - Exchange a unit for the next 
largest health value from the DUA 

Dragon Attack Resolution

1. Spell and effect expiration 
         (beginning of turn)
2. Initial Effects Phase 
    (not used in Demos)
3. Dragon Attack Phase
4. First March
 * Maneuver
 * Action
5. Second March 
    (different army)
 * Maneuver
 * Action
6. Reserve Phase
 * Reinforce
 * Retreat
7. Spell and effect expiration 
 (end of turn)

The Turn Sequence

     8 Sided Terrain    
Terrains your armies are fighting at and over. 
 
 12 Sided Dragon   
    5 health wild magical creature    
 
   10 Sided Monster   
    4 health creatures joining army   

Different Dice Types

6 Sided Rare Unit
       3 health largest army unit 

  6 Sided Uncommon Unit
       2 health medium army unit

  6 Sided Common Unit
         1 health small army unit

ID Icons

Dead
Unit
Area

Buried
Unit
Area

Summoning
Pool

ID's always count towards whatever result is being rolled for and 
generate 1 desired result per health point

Common Uncommon        Rare            Monsters

Spells

TM

Coral Elf 
Demo Playmat

Fighter  Trooper      Protector

  Guard      Courier       Herald

Horseman       Knight          Eagle Knight

Bowman     Archer  Sharpshooter

  Evoker    Conjurer     Enchanter

Coral Giant

Gryphon

Sprite Swarm

Tako

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic
Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to a 
specific unit which must save individually.

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which can 
be immediately cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Counter - Generates Melee or Saves. During Dragon attack generates Saves 
and Melee. During Saves against Melee generates Saves and Melee which 
damage the attacking army which may not roll to save.

Entangle - During any Melee attack choose up to 4 health of defending army 
who cannot be rolled until the beginning of your next turn.

Ferry - During a non-Maneuver roll unit can move itself and up to 4  health in 
its army to any other Terrain.

Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 
Melee, roll again and apply result as well.

Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which cannot 
be saved. Damage resolved before roll to save is made.

Trample - During any roll generates 1 Manuever or 1 Melee

Special Action Icons

Magic            Maneuver          Melee 

Missile         Save

Hailstorm  Cost: 2 - Target army must save against 1 point of damage per casting.

Watery Double  Cost 2 - Add 1 save result per casting to target army until end of your next  
     turn.

Wall of Ice  Cost 3 - Add 3 save results per casting to target army until beginning of your 
    next turn.

Breath of Life  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Wind Walk  Cost: 4 - Add 4 maneuver results per casting to target army until beginning of 
   your next turn.

Flash Flood  Cost 5 - Reduce terrain 1 face unless army can generate 8 Maneuvers.

Wall of Fog  Cost 6 - Halve all Maneuver and Missile results at target Terrain until 
    beginning of your next turn.

Lightning Strike  Cost 6  - Target 1 unit per casting that must roll a save or be killed.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any Terrain.

Lava Elf 
Demo Playmat

 Bladesman          Duelist          Conqueror

     Scout                 Spy            Infiltrator

Spider Rider      Scorpion Knight    Wyvern Rider

   Fusilier         Dead-Shot           Assassin

     Adept            Warlock         Necromancer

Beholder

Drider

Hell Hound

Rakshasa

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic

Magic            Maneuver          Melee 

Missile          Save

Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to a specific unit 
which must save individually.

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which can be 
immediately cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Charm - During any Melee attack choose up to 4 health in opposing army to add 
their results to the results of your army control is returned after defenders save roll.
Confuse - During any Melee or Missle action after opponent but before SAI’s are 
applied choose up to 4 health of defending army 
who must roll again.
Counter - Generates Melee or Saves. During Dragon attack generates Saves and 
Melee. During Saves against Melee generates Saves and Melee which damage the 
attacking army which may not roll to save.
Flame - During any Melee attack choose up to 2 health of defending army who are 
immediately killed and buried no saves possible.

Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Illusion - During any action, immediately choose any of your armies. 
Until the beginning of your next turn, this army cannot be targeted by 
any missle or magic effect.
Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which cannot be 
saved. Damage resolved before roll to save is made.
Stone - During a Missle action each icon inflicts 1 point of damage on defending 
army; No saves.
Web - During a Melee attack choose up to 4 health which must roll a Melee result or 
cannot be rolled until the beginning of your next turn.

Special Action Icons

Ashes to Ashes  Cost: 2 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Ash Storm  Cost 2 -  Minus 1 per casting to all results at target Terrain until beginning of  
    your next turn.

Palsy  Cost: 3 - Minus 1 per casting to all results on target army until beginning of    
   your next turn.

Reanimate Dead  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Finger of Death  Cost 4  - Inflict 1 point of damage per casting on target unit which cannot 
     be saved.

Burning Hands  Cost 4 - Target 1 unit per casting, Melee results are doubled until used in  
     Melee attack.

Dancing Lights  Cost 6 - Halve all Magic and Missile results at target Terrain until
     beginning of your next turn.

Open Grave Cost 6  - Target 1 army per casting, any units killed go to Reserves rather than  
    DUA until beginning of your next turn.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any Terrain.

Stoneskin  Cost: 2 - Add 1 save result per casting to target army until beginning of your next  
    turn.

Ash Storm  Cost 2 -  Minus 1 per casting to all results at target Terrain until beginning of  
    your next turn.

Spark of Life  Cost 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Dust to Dust  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Burning Hands  Cost 4 - Target 1 unit per casting, Melee results are doubled until used in 
     Melee attack.

Path  Cost: 4 - Target 1 unit per casting from your armies, unit moves to any other Terrain.

Transmute Rock to Mud  Cost 5  - Minus 6 Maneuver results per casting from target army  
      until beginning of your next turn.

Dancing Lights  Cost 6 - Halve all Magic and Missile results at target terrain until beginning 
     of your next turn.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any Terrain.

Dwarf 
Demo Playmat

       Footman         Sergeant            Warlord

          Sentry            Patroller         Skirmisher

      Pony Rider     Lizard Rider   Mammoth Rider

 Crossbowman         Marksman        Crack-Shot

       Theurgist      Thaumaturgist        Wizard

Androsphinx

Gargoyle

Roc

Umber Hulk

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic
Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to 
a specific unit which must save individually.
Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which 
can be immediately cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.
Confuse - During any Melee or Missle action after opponent but before 
SAI’s are applied choose up to 4 health of defending army 
who must roll again.
Counter - Generates Melee or Saves. During Dragon attack generates Saves and 
Melee. During Saves against Melee generates Saves and Melee which damage 
the attacking army which may not roll to save.

Dispel Magic - When Magic is resolved against this unit, your army 
or it’s terrain, roll this unit to attempt to dispel those spells.
Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 
Melee, roll again and apply result as well.
Roar - During Melee, choose up to 4 health from opponent’s army to 
flee to Reserves.
Seize - During Missle action, choose up to 4 health from opponent’s 
army who must roll an ID or be killed, if ID is rolled unit flees to Reserves.

Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which 
cannot be saved. Damage resolved before roll to save is made.

Trample - During any roll generates 1 manuever or 1 Melee.

Special Action Icons

Magic                   Maneuver  

Melee         Missile          Save

Stoneskin  Cost: 2 - Add 1 save result per casting to target army until beginning of your next   
    turn.
 

Ashes to Ashes  Cost: 2 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Palsy  Cost: 3 - Minus 1 per casting to all results on target army until beginning of your next  
   turn.

Reanimate Dead  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Dust to Dust  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Path  Cost: 4 - Target 1 unit per casting from your armies, unit moves to any other Terrain.

Finger of Death  Cost 4  - Inflict 1 point of damage per casting on target unit which cannot  
     be saved.

Transmute Rock to Mud  Cost 5  - Minus 6 Maneuver results per casting from target army  
      until beginning of your next turn.

Open Grave Cost 6  - Target 1 army per casting, any units killed go to Reserves rather than  
    DUA until beginning of your next turn.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any terrain.

Goblin 
Demo Playmat

            Thug           Cutthroat Marauder

         Mugger            Ambusher    Filcher

   Wardog Rider       Wolf Rider       Leopard Rider

          Pelter          Slingman           Deadeye

         Trickster      Hedge Wizard     Death Mage

Death Naga

Harpies

Shambler

Troll

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic

Magic            Maneuver          Melee

Missile            Save

Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to a 
specific unit which must save individually.

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which 
can be immediately cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Counter - Generates Melee or Saves. During Dragon attack generates Saves 
and Melee. During Saves against Melee generates Saves and Melee which 
damage the attacking army which may not roll to save.

Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Poison - During Melee attack, choose 1 health per poison icon which must 
roll to save or be killed. All killed units must roll to save or be buried.

Regenerate - During any non-Maneuver roll generates 4 saves OR you may 
bring back up to 4 health from DUA to rolling army who immediately roll.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 
Melee, roll again and apply result as well.

Screech - During Melee attack, after defending army rolls for Saves before 
finalizing results subtract 4 from Save results.

Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which 
cannot be saved. Damage resolved before roll to save is made.

Smother - During Melee attack, choose up to 4 health from opponent’s army 
to immediately roll maneuver result individually or be killed.

Special Action Icons

Ash Storm  Cost 2 -  Minus 1 per casting to all results at target Terrain until beginning of  
    your next turn.

Hailstorm  Cost: 2 - Target army must save against 1 point of damage per casting.

Breath of Life  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Wind Walk  Cost: 4 - Add 4 maneuver results per casting to target army until beginning of   
    your next turn.

Burning Hands  Cost 4 - Target 1 unit per casting, Melee results are doubled until used in  
     Melee attack.

Path  Cost: 4 - Target any unit per casting from your army, unit moves to any other Terrain.

Transmute Rock to Mud  Cost 5  - Target any army subtract 6 Maneuver results from army  
      per casting.

Wall of Fog  Cost 6 - Halve all Maneuver and Missile results at target Terrain until beginning  
    of your next  turn.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any terrain.

Amazon 
Demo Playmat

  Centaur

Chimera

Hydra

Medusa

   Soldier        Warrior          War Chief

    Runner         Envoy           Harbinger

 Charioteer         Battle Rider        War Driver

     Darter      Javelineer            Spearer

      Seer      Visionary              Oracle

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic

Magic            Maneuver          Melee 

Missile         Save

Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to 
a specific unit which must save individually.

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic 
which can be immediately cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Counter - Generates Melee or Saves. During Dragon attack generates Saves and Melee. 
During Saves against Melee generates Saves and Melee which damage the attacking army 
which may not roll to save.

Double Strike - During Melee attack generates Melee results; Roll 
again and apply new result as well.

Flame - During any Melee attack choose up to 2 health of defending 
army who are immediately killed and buried no saves possible.

Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Kick - During Melee attack, choose one unit from defending army which must save 
against 4 damage or be killed.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 Melee, roll 
again and apply result as well.

Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which cannot be saved. 
Damage resolved before roll to save is made.

Stone - During a Missle action each icon inflicts 1 point of damage 
on defending army; No saves.

Trample - During any roll generates 1 Manuever or 1 Melee.

Special Action Icons

Ashes to Ashes  Cost: 2 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Palsy  Cost: 3 - Minus 1 per casting to all results on target army until beginning of   
  your next turn.

Reanimate Dead  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Finger of Death  Cost 4  - Inflict 1 point of damage per casting on target unit which cannot 
   be saved.
 
Open Grave Cost 6  - Target 1 army per casting, any units killed go to Reserves   
   rather than DUA until beginning of your next turn.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any terrain.

Undead 
Demo Playmat

Dracolich

Fenhound

Minor Death

Skeletal Steed

Carrion Crawler    Zombie           Wight             Mummy

   Skeleton            Revenant         Death Knight

     Wraith                  Spectre               Ghost

     Ghoul             Ghast               Vampire

   Apparition           Heucava               Lich

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Skirmisher

Light
Magic

Heavy
Magic

Magic             Maneuver 

Melee                Save

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which can be immediately cast. 
Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Convert - During Melee attack choose 1 health worth of units per icon who must immediately roll 
save or be killed. You may return units from DUA to army equal to health killed.

Dispel Magic - When Magic is resolved against this unit, your army or it’s terrain, roll this unit to 
attempt to dispel those spells.

Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Plague - During Melee attack choose 1 unit who must generate a save or be killed, opponent contin-
ues choosing units until a save is generated.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 Melee, roll again and 
apply result as well.

Scare - During Melee attack, choose 1 health per icon who must generate save or flee to Reserves. If 
ID is rolled, unit is killed no saves possible.

Slay - During Melee attack, choose one unit who must roll its ID or be killed.

Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which cannot be saved. Damage 
resolved before roll to save is made.

Stun - During Melee attack, choose up to 4 health who must roll a maneuver or cannot be rolled 
until the end of your turn. Roll this unit and apply that result as well.

Trample - During any roll generates 1 Manuever or 1 Melee.

Vanish - During save roll, each icon generates one save result added to army total. Unit then may 
move to any other Terrain or Reserves.

Wither - During Melee, until beginning of your next turn, target army is minus one to all rolls

Special Action Icons

Rules have been simplified for 
introduction to Dragon Dice 

Game. 
For comprehensive rules and 
spell lists please consult your 

rule book.

Rules have been simplified for introduction to Dragon Dice Game. 
For comprehensive rules and spell lists please consult your rule book.

Feral 
Demo Playmat

Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to a specific unit which 
must save individually.

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which can be immediately 
cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Counter - Generates Melee or Saves. During Dragon attack generates Saves and Melee. During 
Saves against Melee generates Saves and Melee which damage the attacking army which may 
not roll to save.

Dispel Magic - When Magic is resolved against this unit, your army or it’s terrain, roll this unit 
to attempt to dispel those spells.

Double Strike - During Melee attack generates 4 Melee results; Roll again and apply new 
result as well.

Fly - Generates either 1 Maneuver or 1 Save result during any roll.

Gore - Choose one unit who must generate saves against 2 damage or be killed and buried.

Hug - During Melee choose 1 unit, who is killed but can roll Melee, any damage against hug 
unit cannot be saved.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 Melee, roll again 
and apply result as well.

Roar - During Melee, choose up to 4 health from opponent’s army to flee to Reserves.

Screech - During Melee attack, after defending army rolls for Saves before finalizing results 
subtract 4 from Save results.

Seize - During Missle action, choose up to 4 health from opponent’s army who must roll an ID 
or be killed, if ID is rolled unit flees to Reserves.

Trample - During any roll generates 1 manuever or 1 Melee.

Trumpet - During Melee or Save roll, all Feral units in army get double Saves or Melee for 
that roll.

Special Action Icons

Elephant-Folk

Lion-Folk

Owl-Folk

Rhino-Folk

Bear-Folk
Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic

   Lynx-Folk     Leopard-Folk      Tiger-Folk

 Hound-Folk          Fox-Folk         Wolf-Folk

Antelope-Folk      Horse-Folk       Buffalo-Folk

 Falcon-Folk       Hawk-Folk       Vulture-Folk

Weasel-Folk        Badger-Folk     Wolverine-Folk

Magic                 Maneuver          

Melee         Missile          Save

Hailstorm  Cost: 2 - Target army must save against 1 point of damage per casting.

Stoneskin  Cost: 2 - Add 1 save result per casting to target army until beginning of your next  
   turn.

Dust to Dust  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Breath of Life  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Wind Walk  Cost: 4 - Add 4 maneuver results per casting to target army until beginning of  
   your next turn.

Path  Cost: 4 - Target 1 unit per casting from your armies, unit moves to any other Terrain.

Transmute Rock to Mud  Cost 5  - Minus 6 Maneuver results per casting from target army  
    until beginning of your next turn.

Lightning Strike  Cost 6  - Target 1 unit per casting that must roll a save or be killed.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any terrain.

Swamp Stalker 
Demo Playmat

Magic            Maneuver          Melee 

      Missile         Save Special Action Icons

Bullseye - During Missile roll generates 1 damage per icon applied to a spe-
cific unit which must save individually.

Cantrip - During a non-maneuver non-magic roll generates 4 magic which 
can be immediately cast. Generates 4 magic during magic rolls.

Coil - During Melee choose 1 unit, inflict 4 damage, unit must roll combina-
tion roll to generate Saves and Melee, any damage against coil unit cannot be 
saved.

Poison - During Melee attack, choose 1 health per poison icon which must 
roll to save or be killed. All killed units must roll to save or be buried.

Rend - During Maneuver generates 1 Maneuver. During Melee generates 1 
Melee, roll again and apply result as well.

Smite - During Melee generates 1 point of damage for each icon which 
cannot be saved. Damage resolved before roll to save is made.

Smother - During Melee attack, choose up to 4 health from opponent’s army 
to immediately roll maneuver result individually or be killed.

Surprise - During a Melee action, defending army cannot make counter 
attack roll but can roll for saves.

Tail - Generates 2 Melee results, roll again and apply new result as well.

Trample - During any roll generates 1 Manuever or 1 Melee.

Wave - During Melee & Maneuver rolls, after opponent initial roll before 

Crocosaur

Mudmen

Ormyrr

Swamp Beast

Swamp Giant

 Warmonger         Ravager            Annihilator

     Striker               Raider             Invader

Bog Runner     Marsh Swimmer     Wave Rider

    Sprayer                  Stormer           Deluger

  Bog Adept       Marsh Mage     Swamp Wizard

Heavy 
Melee

Light 
Melee

Calvary

Missile

Magic

ID's always count towards whatever result is being rolled for and 
generate 1 desired result per health point

Common Uncommon        Rare            Monsters

Ashes to Ashes  Cost: 2 - 1 health per casting in any DUA are immediately buried.

Watery Double  Cost 2 - Add 1 save result per casting to target army until end of your next  turn.

Wall of Ice  Cost 3 - Add 3 save results per casting to target army until beginning of your next turn.

Palsy  Cost: 3 - Minus 1 per casting to all results on target army until beginning of  your next turn.

Reanimate Dead  Cost: 3 - 1 health per casting from DUA join casting army.

Finger of Death  Cost 4  - Inflict 1 point of damage per casting on target unit which cannot be saved.

Flash Flood  Cost 5 - Reduce terrain 1 face unless army can generate 8 Maneuvers.

Wall of Fog  Cost 6 - Halve all Maneuver and Missile results at target Terrain until beginning of your next  
   turn.
 
Open Grave Cost 6  - Target 1 army per casting, any units killed go to Reserves rather than  DUA until  
   beginning of your next turn.

Summon Dragon  Cost 7 - Each casting sends 1 dragon to any terrain.


